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Olof Rågmark was born in Sweden in 1958 and is a Swedish citizen. He became a member of 
the Swedish bar in 1992.  
 
LANGUAGES  
Swedish, English   
 
PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND / EDUCATION 
Partner, Rågmark & Partners Advokatbyrå, Stockholm, 2021– 
Partner, Olof Johan Rågmark Advokatbyrå, 2016–2020 
Partner, Advokatfirman Delphi, Stockholm, 2008–2015 
Partner, White & Case, Stockholm, 2001–2008 
Partner, Johnsson & Johnson Advokatbyrå, Stockholm, 1989–2001 
Svea Court of Appeal, Stockholm, 1987–1989  
District Court of Linköping, 1985–1987 
Studies in Maritime law and Marine Insurance, Oslo University, 1981 
LL.M., Uppsala University, 1979–1985 
 
MEMBERSHIPS                             
Swedish Bar Association 
International Bar Association 
International Law Association 
Swedish Arbitration Association 
Association of International Arbitration 
 
EXPERIENCE 
Olof Rågmark specializes in dispute resolution, in insurance law and in maritime and 
transportation law. He handles general commercial disputes before Swedish courts and 
domestic and international arbitration tribunals. He acts as arbitrator and as counsel in ad hoc 
arbitrations as well as institutional proceedings. 
 
As counsel, Olof Rågmark has also advised commercial clients in shipping and trade related 
matters, including pertinent corporate and financial issues, shipbuilding and chartering 
(mainly within pulp and paper industries) and gas/oil as well as mining/minerals, distribution 
and barter trades, including raw material and fertilizing, sourcing within the 
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electronic/telecom and power sectors, including price and contractual structures for gas and 
nuclear power industries.  
 
For many years now, his work has become focused on dispute resolution mainly by 
international arbitrations including construction contracts in for instance the metal, pulp, 
nuclear energy and shipping industries, joint venture and long term supply agreement 
disputes involving different raw material sectors, disputes relating to defects in components 
delivered to amongst other the communication and power industries, reinsurance and 
insurance disputes including marine insurance, and price revision and indexation disputes 
within the European gas and energy sector. In recent years, Olof Rågmark’s experience as 
dispute counsel includes: 
 

- General commercial including breach of contract, cancellation, damages (Swedish and 
international clients) 

- Tort/damages including negligent advice, fire/explosion and procurement issues. 
- Gas pricing: Continental-European and non-European long-term contracts 

(representing buyer or seller) 
- Reinsurance: Scandinavian re-insured against Continental-European / Scandinavian / 

London market reinsurers (XS-reinsurances / liability insurance) 
 
Today, Olof Rågmark is mainly sitting as arbitrator, party appointed or chair, in arbitrations 
with Swedish venue. His experience as arbitrator includes share purchase disputes, 
distributorship disputes (including cars, electronics and farming equipment), international 
sales disputes (including electronics and raw materials), joint ventures disputes (mining and 
metal, power, distribution), as well as construction, energy, shipbuilding, insurance, finance 
disputes and general commercial/contract disputes. He has handled ad hoc arbitrations as 
well as proceedings under SCC, ICC, LCIA and Uncitral rules. In recent years, Olof Rågmark’s 
experience as arbitrator includes; 
  
Ad hoc arbitration  

- chair, general commercial, Swedish parties 
- party appointed, construction, Swedish parties 
- party appointed, construction, Swedish parties 
- party appointed, construction, Swedish parties 

ICC arbitration  
- sole arbitrator, contractual damages, international parties 

SCC arbitration  
- party appointed, space industry, international parties 
- party appointed, IT-dispute, Swedish parties 
- sole arbitrator, telecom/general commercial, Swedish parties 
- sole arbitrator, transportation, Swedish parties 
- chair, logistics, Swedish parties 
- party appointed, heavy industry (defect/delay), international parties 
- party appointed, shipbuilding, international parties 
- party appointed, insurance sector, Swedish parties 
- party appointed, energy sector, international parties 

 


